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I. Introduction

1. According to its terms of reference, the Working Party examined
"the contention of the Czechoslovak Delegation that, in withdrawing
item 1526(a) from Part I of Schedule XX, the United States has failed
to fulfil the requirements of Article XIX". The Working Party had at
its disposal the following documents:

(a) A conmiurlcation of the Acting Chairman of the United
States Delegation dated October 19, 1950 (G&AT/CP/83);

(b) if memorandum of the Czechoslovak Delegation circulated
on November 7, 1950. (GATT/CP.5/22);

(c) The record of the discussion in the plenary meetings of
the Contracting Parties (GATT/CP.5/SR. 14, 19, 21, 22, 23);

(d) 'Women's fur felt hats and hat bodies". A report of the
United States Tariff Commission dated September 1950
which was circulated by the United States representative
for the use of the Working Party;

(e) A statement by the Czechoslovak delegate circulated as
CP/Iw.1/2 and Corr. 1;

(f) Additional data submitted at the request of the Working
Party.

2. The United States Oeb r also circulated to the other members
of the WJorking Party a report prepared by the United States Tariff
Commission on the "Procedure and Criteria with respect to the
Administration of the 'Escipe Clause". The Working Party took note
of this document only insofar as it indicated the methods followed
by the Tariff Commission in their investigation, and did not consider
it to be part of its task to comment on the views expressed therein
on the interpretation of Article XIX.

I. The requirements ofArticle XIX

3, In attemptingto appraise whether the requirements of Article
XIX had been fulfilled, the Working Party examined separately each
of the conditions which qualify the exercise of the right to suspend
An obligation or to withdraw or modify a oonsoesion under that
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4. Three sets of conditions have to be fulfilled.

(a) There should be an. abnormal development in the
imports of the product in question in the sense
that:

(i) the product in question must be imported in
increased quantities;

(ii) the increased imports must be the result of
unforeseen developments :and of the effect
of the tariff concession;

(iii) the imports must enter ien such increased
quantities and undor siich-conditions as to

'cause or threaten serious injury to domestic
producers of like or directly competitive
products.

(b) The suspension of an obligation or the withdrawal or
mnodificatic of a concession must be limited to the
extent and the time necessary to prevent or remedy
the injury caused or threatened,

(c) The contracting party taking action under Article XIX
must give notice in writing to the Contracting Parties
before taking action. It must also give an opportunity
to contracting parties substantially interested and
to the 'Contracting ?arties to consult with it. As a
rule; consultation should take place before the action
is taken, but, in critical circumstances, consultation
may take place immediately after the measure is taken
provisionally.

I.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II. Existence of the conditions required for-action under Arti-Ole XIX

5. For the purposes of this section the Working Party based
'itself mainly on the figures and other factual data contained in
the Tariff Conmission! report; the Czechoslkvak representatives stated
that he did not dispute the accuracy of these data, but that he could
not agree with the conclusionswhich the United States authorities
drew from them.

6. Increase in sports. The Working Party noted that, according
to the available data, the volume of imports. of women's fur felt
hats and hat bodies into the United Statess increased substantially
in 1948, 1949 and the first six months of 1950 as compared with
1946 and 1947; a:.trom 1949, the imports also exceeded thoso..of
1937. The relevant figures are reproduced below:
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1937 1932 1947 1948 1949 1950 Jan. -
' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~June)

(quantity in dozens)

52,493 6,372 36,910 15,984 44,646i 120,511 61,827

The increase is even more apparent if the comparison is limited to
the value-brackets affected by the withdrawal. (i)

1946 1947 1948 194-9 1950 (Jan. -

14,140 8,?51 36,045 106,426 53,097

7. Existence of unforeseen developments: relation of these and
of the tariff concession to imports. The concessions granted at
Geneva were substantial. Taking a simple average for the 4 value-
brackets from $9 to $24 per dozen the duties from January 1, 1948,
were 32.3 per cent. less. than the rates of the 1930 Tariff Act. X

8. The United States representative stated that about the time the
duties were reduced there was a style change greatly favouring hats
with nap or pile finishes, a development which was not and could not
have been foreseen at the time the concession was granted. IAs a
result of that style change hat bodies with special finishes were
imported in increased quantities and represented more than 95 per
cent. of the imports of women's fur felt hats and hat bodies in 1949
and in the first six months of 1950. The increased popularity of
special finishes,,which, as compared with the plain felt hats require

(1) Provisional figures for January to June 1950; these were the
latest figures available to the Tariff Cormiission at the time of
their enquiry. These figures for total iLiports show, as compared
with the corresporLding figures for the first six months of 1948
(7,825 dozen) and of 1949 (16,871 dozen) a very substantial increase
in the rate of imports in 1950 as compared with 1949 and 1948.
Statistics now available indicate that total imports in the period
January-November 1950 were 259,032 dozen.

Source: Official statistics of the United States Department of
Cormierce.

X This figure is computed by comparing the ad valorem equivalent
of' the 1930 compound duties at the middle point of the several
brackets with the straight ad valoram duties fixed in the Geneva
agreement, disregarding the fact that on the value bracket
$18 to $24 the compound rate of the Act of 1930 had previously been
reduced by the 1939 'trade agreement with the United Kingdomn, to an
ad valorem rate of 50 per cent. An appendix table shows further
details on this subject.
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much larger amounts of hand labour, which is more expensive in the
United States than in the exporting countries, created a special
problem for the United States producers who were not in a position
to adapt then,solves to the change in demand in view of a severe'
cornpetition from imports. He stated that the United States
negotiators at Geneva, while realizing the shifting fashionsiin..
the bat trade Land expecting some increase in imports, had not been
aware of the cxtbnt that this particular change in taste had then
reached in Europe and had not foreseen the degree of the future
shift to special finishes or the effect which it, together.with the
concession, would have on imports. He considered this statement
was sufficient to shov unforeseen developrmcnts.

The Czechoslovak representative stated thati.the term
"unforeseen development" should be interpreted to mean developments
occurring after the negotiation of the relevant tariff concession
which it would not be reasonable to expect that the negotiators of
the country making the concession could and should have foreseen.
at the, time when the concession was negotiated. The other mernberS
of the 1.Jorking Party (other than-the Utited".Statzsf representative)
agreed.with this view.

10. On the basis of the interpretation accepted by the iaJo1t4y.,
the Czechislovak representative mcaintained that:

(a) IQ is universally knmon that fashions are subject tc'
constant changes - "change is the law of fashion"..

(b) :E]ven the particular change of faehion which took place,
,viz. the change in favour of velours, could and should
have been foreseen.. This change was not du& simply to
a change in the taste of izierican vwemen; it resulted
mainly f~rl the entrprise of the exporters (ritW
their selling organisation in the United States) and
of the American mi2liners, Who deliberately produced
the new dcsl.gns and created the demand for them by
advertisement and good salesmanship. This. change in
fashion wa, thus not only foreseen but deliberately
planned in advarlce.

(c) TheUnited States negotiators in Geneva in 1947 should
have known that velours would become fashionable in the
United States of America, since at that time it was
well-known, and was commented, upon in the trade journals,
that velours had already become fashionable in Paris,
and it could be expected that the Paris fashion would
spread to other countries,

(d) It was knavm to the United States negotiators in Geneva
in J947 that Czechoslovakia had for long had an impotent
and special interest in the export of hat bodies with
velours and other special finishes, had obtained a
concession for this type of hat body in a pr~e-war trade
:agreement with the United States of Imerica, and was
desirous of obtaining conco more a tariff concession on
this particular type of hat body.. The United Statea
representative agreed that this is the case.



(e) The United.States negotiators in 1947 should accordingly
have foreseen that Czccoslovaki's exported ,of hat bodies
to the United States of America would consist primarily
,of velours and would increase a as a sult of the tariff
'concession, and that the Czedhoslovak exporters and their
selling organisation in the United States of America would
do their utmost to create a fashion in velours which
would enable them to increase their sales as much as
possible. In fact, the Czechoslovak exporters,
together with the Italian exporters, created by their
selling campaign a new market and new selling opportunities
in the United States.

(f) The causes which produced the change in fashion, and the
increased demand for velours in the United States of
America were thus not unforeseen, but could and should
have been foreseen by the United States negotiators in
1947.

(g) The other factors in the situation, viz. -the level of
productivity of the United States industry in hat bodies
with special finishes, and the high proportion of wIage
costs in the total cost of production of these hat
bodies have always existed and were known to the United
States negotiators. There is no evidence whatsoever
that the change in fashion, or this change combined
with theseother factors, contitute an foreseen
development.

11. The other members of the VYorking Partyj except the representative
of the United States, agreed with the Czechoslovak representative that
the fact that-hat styles hadz changed did not constitute. an P'uforeseen
development" within the meaning of 1Article XIX. These members and the
representative of the United States considered, however,* that the
United States negotiators in 1947 could not reasonably be expected to
foresee that. this style change in favour of velours would, in fact,
subsequently take place, and would do so on as large a scale and
last for as long a period as it in fact did. Moreover, the evidence
before the Working, Party appeared to indicate that the increase in
United States imports of women's' fuir felt hat bodies in and after 1948
wa's due primarily to the follovwing ccauses:-

(i) The change in demand which took place took the form
of increased demand for particular types of hat body,
the production of which requires much more labour
than does the production of plain-finished hat bodies.

(ii) *As a result primarily of this higher labour content
and of the high level of wages in the United States
hat body industry, which is not matched by correspondingly
high output, the generality of United States manufacturers
were unable to produce special finishes which could
compete in price or quality with similar imported hat
bodies on which import duty was charged at the'sub-
stantially reduced rates (averaging 472- per cent. ad
valorem) applicable as a result of the 1947 tariff
negotiations.



(iii) In consequence, imported supplies of special finishes
were more attractive in price and quality in
comparison to the generality of domestically-produced
special finishes to such an extent that overseas
suppliers were able to secure by far the greater part
of the increasing United States market for special
finishes; and the volume of imports increased accordingly.
Furthen-ore, the doncession had the effect of reducing
the price differential between imported special finishes
and the bettor quality of plain felt hat bodies produced
in the United States and of encouraging milliners and
consumers to give their preference to imported velours
and other special finishes.

12. The members of the Working Party, with the exception of the
Czechoslovak representative, accordingly considered that the effects
of the circumstances indicated above, and partioiilarly the degree to
which the change in fashion affected the competitive situation, could
not reasonably be expectea1 to have been foreseen by the United States
authorities in 1947) and that the condition of particle XIX that the
increase in imports must be due to unforeseen developments end to the
effect of the tariff concession cmn therefore be considered to have
been fulfilled.

13. Existence or threat of a serious injury. The United States
representative produced the folIominF. facts. The apparent consumption
of wormcen's fur felt hat bochieswias lowerafterr the vwar than before,
ranging from 500 to 700 thousand dozen, as compared with 900 to 1100
thousand dozen in the years 1935-1939, but a larger percentage of
that reduced demand has been met by' imiported supplies; the ratio of
imp-rts to consumption which averaged 4.5 per cent. before.the war
and vwas as low as 3.2 per cent. in 1947 increased to more than 17
per cent.' in 1949, and more than 23 per cent. in the first half of
1950. Domestic production in the United States remained at a lower
level dfter the vrar than Yras the case before the war. Post-wvar
figures were of the magnitude of 5-600,000 dozen as compared ..ith
900,000 to 1,000,000 dozen before the war.

14. Imports and production, and therefore also apparent consumption,
of women's fur felt hr.t bodies in 1947 wcre all exceptionally low,
and all increased from 1947 to 1948. In 1949 and the first half of
1950, however, both imports and apparent consumption continued to
increase, while production declined. The following table shows this
decline:

Production of Women's Fur Felt Hat Bodies

1948 1949 1950 (Jan. to June)

Quantities in
dozens 629,235 565,768 203,235 to)

Percentage of
-decreasp as,
coranpared with (2)
1948 figures - 10% 18'v

(1) These were the latest figures available at the time of the
investigation It has been subsequently dotemniied that total
production for January-N-vci!iber 1950 was 607,265 dozen.

(2) Based on production of 247,865 dozen for January to June 1948
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Consequently, at the time of the investigation, when imports were
increasing rapidly, as indicated above, there had been a substantial
decrease in production.

15. A substantial percentage (estimated at over 20 per cent. in
1949 and at over 3O per cent. in the first six months of 1950) of the
apparent demand c.." hat bodies shifted to special finishes. 80 per
cent. of imports in 1949 were of these special finishes. As the
total consumpticdlidl not increase substantially it would appear
likely that in 1949 anmd the first six months of 1950 the imported
hat bodies with special finishes replaced to sane extent plain felt
hat bodies which would:have nomially been supplied by domestic
producers.

16. No data were available to assess the financial losses which
firms producing felt hat bodies may have suffered from The increase
in imports. in the industry as a whole the production of women's hat
bodies represents about 25-30 per cent. of the total production of
hat bodies and hats, and it has not been possible to separate the
financial results of the production of women's hat bodies from that
of' men's hat bodies rand hats.

17. Inquiries by the United States Tariff Corn-ission however
showed, that ten out of fourteen rnanufacturers questioned by it stated
that they could not make 94.z-tive hat bodies in special finishes
at-prices competitive with imports.

18. Is regards. the effects of increased imp-orts on employ0rnent,
the figures show a decrease in the number of productive workers
on felt hat bodies (ments and women 's) during the period 1947 to
1949. This reduction was lsu:t-ntial between 1948 and 1949 as
indicated below,

Productive 17oxkcrs Lngigaed in Klaking Fur Felt Hat Bodies
1947 to 1949

1947 1948 1949

Average number
of workers 4,383 4,349 3,717

Percenitage -acline
as con-pared with
1947 figures - l, 155

19. It is not practicable to segregate cmployrient in the
production 6f woraien's hat bodies from that in the production of
mlen's hat bodies and hats. 1iioreover it it difficult to estimate to
what extent the reduction in employ-ent Q. due to increased imports of
women's hat bodies End to what extent t?: other factors including those
affecting the production of men's hat, According to the findings
of the United States Tariff Cormxission, a considerable part of this
reduction was attributable to, increased imports, And this would seem
to be supported by the substantial decrease in production of women 3
hat bodies in 1949 and in the first half of 1950.
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20. This evidence of decline in employment should be viewed in
the light of the particular vulnerability of workers in this industry
to small declines in production and employment. Over 80 per cent.
of the workers are either skilled or semi-skilled, and their age is in
general high. Thus a large majority of those employed would appear to
be skilled workers with families dependent uponit them. The social
difficulties of a decline in employment in the industry would be
likely to be accentuated by its geographic concentration. For
instance, it is estimated that 85 per cent. of 'the factory wages in
Danbury and 50 por cent. in Norwalk are ordinarily paid by the
fur felt hat industry. Thus the effects of a relatively small
decline in production might be aggravated by the lack of other
employment opportunities locally and by the indirect effect on. must
other business activities of these ocr.murrities. Figures for employment
in the fur felt hat industry (men's hats as well as men's and womenIs
hat bodies), and of general unemployment, in Danbury and Noxwalk,,
tend to support the view that imports have contributed to a decline
in employment in the case of the manufacture of women's hat bodies.

+ UP + +

21. The Czechoslovak representative maintained that neither the
data submitted by the United States representative nor the actual
developments in the United Status hat industry during the decisive
period 1947 - 1950 proved that there was any injury or threat of it
Lo the workers, by far the largest group of producers:

(a) The figures for changes in the average number of
productive workers employed in the fur-felt hat bodies
industry were not conclusive. The comparison Ith
with the. pre-war situation had to be discarded as
the whole structure of the industry was admittedly
on a different footing after. the war. The United
States figures for employment in different sections
of th- United States hat industry were based on estLnates
and u.Af not show how the average was computed or whether
seasonal workers were included.

(b) The downward trend of employment which was slight in
1948 and more marked in 1949 was attributed by the
United States authorities investigating the situation
largely to factors other than the influence of increased
imports. Nothing definite was adduced to support the
view that the increased imports had some effect on
employment. The Report of the Tariff 0missio
admits that "the proportion attributable to that
factor cannot be estimated with any degree of
precision".

(c) The conclusion as to whether there was any injury
to the workers caused by the increased imports should
necessarily take into account not only the decrease
in average numbers employed but also the actual
figures of unemployed hat workers. These figures were
not available. The decrease in employment in that
area was attributed largely to other factors than
increased imports. The contention that there was a
causal relationship between the increased imports in
hat bodies with special finishes and the situation
of bmployment in the United States hat industry
remained extremely doubtful.
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(d) The assumption of the United States representative that

the decrease in employment probably affected the skilled
and older workers was not substantiated: by any evidence.
On the' contrary., it would be more, reasonable to assume
that th6 skilled workers were not affected at all since
the domestic production of hat bodies with special
finishes, requiring -a larger number of skilled workers,
admittedly increased. The statistics of employment
showed an upward trend in employment during the first
half of 1950. It was highly probable that this
resulted from the increasing domestic production of
hat bodies with special finishes.

(e) All this, together with the fact that the wage rates
of the workers in the United States industry for women's
fur felt.hat bodies wore not affected, proved that the
increased imports caused or threatened no injury ori
threat of..it .to the workers.

22. The. Czechoslovak representative maintained further that the
increaseddimports of hat bodies with special finishes did not threaten
the' United States. domestic production. of th use types. On the contrary,
the change in fashion created by the foreign suppliers and their
selling organisation and the resulting increas.e in demand for those
types created an opportunity for the domestic producers to start and
expand rapidly a production of these types:..

(a) A.fmittedly there was no production of . hat bodies
with si~ccia1 finishes in the United States in 1947.
The domestic producers started to produce thare in
I948 under the influenceeof the expanding market. The
increase in the United States domestic production of
hat.bodies with special finishes is quite clear from
the following table based on the data supplied by the
.U~nited States representative:.

Production Increase compared Index in
with. the previous comparison

(in thousand doz.) year to 1948

.1947 noproductibn
1948 15 100
1949 25 66c 166
1950 100 (1) 400(i) 666 (1)

The comparison between the rate of increase in imports and the rate of
increase in the domestic production of hat bodies with special
finishes shows that domestic production had increased in higher
proportion than imnports.

Index of Imports . Index of Domestic Production

1948 100 100
1949 269 166
1949 580 666 (1)

(1) Based on figures obtained by the Czechoslovrkk representative
from his wn source of information in thelUnited States of
America. The estimate arrived at by doubling the output in the
first half of the year 1950 would be 50,000 dozen.
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The actual position of the domestic production of hat bodies with
special finishes was, according to the data furnished by the
United States representative, as follows:

15 manufacturers accotunted for most of the total domestic
production of women's fur felt hat bodies;

14 of them had made velours or samples of velours in
either 1949 or 1950;

10 of these 14 stated that they could not make a
competitive product and sell it at prices competitive
with imported hat bodies. The prices quoted by these
firms ranged from $25 to $28 per dozen. This statement
was not examined;

4 of the above 14 quoted their price as $18. Obviously
these 4 were the only ones whose production was on
anything like a satisfactory basis. It appears from the
United States data that out of the total production of
25,000 dozen in the first half of 1950 these four
produced 25,00 dozen, one of whom was satisfied with a
price of $18. It is obvious that the other ten were
producing nothing.:but samples and that their production
was in an exerimental stage and that this was the real
cause of their high iost of.production and inability to
compete.

(b) The United States contention that the domestic production
of plain felt hat bodies was "to some extent" affected
by the increased imports of velours does not bear
examination. It might have been expected that the
domestic production of plain hat bodies would decrease
because the producers switched over to the production of
special finishes -nmd therefore part of their productive
capacity which previously was concentrated onaly on
plain hat bodies would be absorbed by the production
of velours. ';"But in fact total domestic production of
hat bodies in the United States did not decrease at all.

Domestic productici Increase as comred Index in
with previous year comparison

(in thousand dozens) with 1947

1947 487 100
1948 629 + 29 129
1949 566 - lG05o 116
1950 (l)(est.) 650 + 15% 133

The domestic production of vomeh's fur felt hat bodies was
thus 33 per cent. above the level of 1947 when the
concession was granted.

The actual development of the dormestic United States
production of worion's fur felt hat bodies from 1947 to
the end of 1950 was such that there was no serious injury
caused to it by the increasing imports of. velours. The
Czechoslovak representative referred to a graph drawn by him
from the United States data showing the actual development

(1) Arrived at by adding an estimate of 43 for December to the
United States figure of 607 for the first eleven months in7150
a e~--.
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(1)
Of United States production. What in fact happened
-was that the change in fashion created a new :market
and the demand was such that in 1949 and in the first half
of 1950 the exporters and also the domestic producers wore

unable to fulfil all the orders they received for the
special finishes. The market for plain felt hat bodies
remained stationary; the domestic production of these types
was estimated in thousand dozens by the Czech')slovak
representative at 487 in 1947, 614 in 1948, 541 in 194.9
and 550 in 1950. The action taken by the United States
Government operated not to protect the domestic industry
from a threat of injury but to protect an attempt by the
domestic 'producers to capture and monopolise the new
market by killing the import trade and to accumulate
profits which previously never came their way. The
application of Article XIX in this respect was improper,

(c) The United States cnciestic producers of hat bodies with
special finishes were not at a serious competitive
disadvantage with the foreign .suppliers: the domestic
production was sufficiently protected by the reduced
tariff (40-55 per cant.) plus other.expenses of
importation. The United States representative wee
not able to give any definite figure for the percentage
of wage cost in the domestic product. The Czechoslovak
representative provided the figures for this cost in
-the British production of velours 37 - 45 per cent,
The proportion may 'be soiIlewhat lower in the Czechoslovak
production, which is not the result of cheapklabour in
C7echoslov~akia but of too high,'productivity of the
Czechoslovak industry. In any case, it was doubtful
whether the percentage of the wage-cost in the United
States products could be higher than the percentage
rates of duty fixed at Geneva. Even thnse United
States producers whose prices for samples were obviously
burdened by the cost of experimental production were

able to sell at %25 - $28. The bulk of the imported
hat bodies sold in the United States market at prices
ranging from,19 to %35 per dozen. The illusion of a

competitive disadvantage is due to the fact thaxt the
*selling prices of the domestic producers were
compared with the lowest price of the imports (,$19)
and not with the range of prices.

23. Lastly, the Czechoslovak representative, without questioning
the good faith of the United States Tariff Commission, maintained
that it was misled when suggesting the withdrawal of the tariff
concession (and the United States authorities mistaken when resorting
to this measure. On the basis of a graph (1) showing the curves
of the domestic production month by month in 1948, 1949 and 1950
and comparing this curve with the timie-table of the stages of the

(1) See document CP/TW.1/2/Corr. 1.
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American action the Czechoslovak representative stated that:

(a) The investigation started when the United States
production was low, this being the normal situation
in the beginning :of the year;

(b) .'The:Report to the Prcsident alleging serious injury
was presented at a date when domestic production had
already reached its usual seasonal peak. Statistics
later available showed that in 1950 the seasonal
peak was the highest since the war;

(c) The withdrawal was proclaimed at a time when
domestic production was increasing considerably. The
Czechoslovak representative maintained that the
United States authorities could oand should at that
time have taken account of the latest trend in domestic
production and have accordingly refrained from with-
drawing the tariff concession. Resort to Article XIX
was no longer necessary.

24.. Thc views of the ther mombers of the Working Party were
as follows on the quostionof serious injury. Since the Working Party
was required to consider whether the action taken by the United
States in autu-,n 1950 fulfilled the requirements of Article XIX,
the question here to be considered is whether serious injury or the
threat thereof to the United States women's hat body industry could
be considered t.-, have existed at the time of the United States
Tariff Comm-ission investigation on which the United States action
was based; and data which have subsequently become available, e.g.
on production and ir.o,;rts in the second half of 1950, are irrelevant
to this question.

25,_ Tw-, main types of data are available, viz. (a) data relating
to thu va1uc of ip13orts and of United States production, and
(b) statistics of employment in the United States hat industry,
and of unemployment in certain hat producing areas.

26. As regards* the fornner, the statistics bearing on the
relation between imports and domestic production up to mid-1950 sheew
a large and rapidly increasing volume of imports, while at the
same time domestic production decreased or remained stationary.
On the whole, therefore, they constitute evidence of some weight
in favour of the view that there was a threat of serious injury
to the United States industry.

27. On the other hand it is noteworthy that the Tariff Coimnission
Report contains the following statement:-

"Imports of hat bodies of these special finishes have to
some extent affected dbrmiestic production of hat bodies of
plain felt, particularly those in the higher-priced
ranges, Mhre especially, however, these imports have
severely limited the establishment and expansion of
domestic production of these special finishes."
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28. '.In this .respect., it must be commented that any proposal
to withdraw a tariff concession in order to promote the establishment
.or development of domestic production of a new or novel type of
product in which overseas suppliers have opened up a new market
is not permissible under Article XIX but may be dealt with under
other provisions of the Agreement, such as Artible XVIII. On the
other hand, it may be permissible to have recourse to Article XIX
if a new or novel type of imported product is replacing the
customary domestic product to a degree which causes or threatens
serious injury to domestic products. The statement quoted in
paragrah 27-would tend to weigh against the view that serious
injury was caused or threatened to the domestic industry. Never-
theless, the statistics up to mid 1950 appear on the whole to
indicate a material degree 'of displacement of domestically-produced
plain felt hat bodies by imported velours and other special finishes;
since moreover the hat bodies with special finishes imported-*in the
last three years have been sold at prices substantially lower than
before in comparison with plain-finished bodies, thus bringing the
fonder into the medium priced range, in which they were not
previously availablee. it may well be that they would in th-,_ long
run, if the United States had not raised the rates of import duty,
have displaced domestically produced plain-finished hats to a
considerably greater degree.

29. Employment and unemployment statistics are aJlo inconclusive.
Annual average figures of employment in the production of fur felt
hat bodies show a decrease of about 15 per ceht. in .thC .avetage.'.-
'nuzmber of workers so employed in 1949 as compared with 1947; these
figures, however, relate t- the production of bodies for men's and
women's hats and it is not clear howe far this reduction is due
to decreased demand for domestically produced women's hat bodies
and haw far to other factors, especially since the greater part of
the workers concerned are employed, in producing men's hat bodies.
Figures ?f-employ.:ert in the hat' ixliLSt-ry i-LI1 Of total unemployment
in Dpnbury and Norwalk,Irhere hat m.-.aring, is the predominant industry,
show' a relatively substantial increase in unemployment in 1949 as
compared with 1947 'nd 1948; the movement in the figures of total
unemployment in these towns, however, differs considerably from the
movement in the figures of employment in hat-maiking therein, so
that no great degree of significance can be attached to these
statistics.

30. To sum up, thye available data support the view that
increased imports hiave it, c ertaiu extent caused or threatened so!7.ie
degree of proiu;.1ct:hunited States -produlcers. IrThether such a-
degree of iorejuuioc si-ould be conzi'.ered tot cviount to "serious
injury" is another questions on which the data cannot be said. to
point convincingly in either direction, and any view on which is
essentially a matter of economic and social judgEment involving a

considerable subjective element. In this connection, it may 'be
obsersred that the Working Party naturally coulOd not have the
facilities available to the Unite," States authorities for examining
interested parties and independent witnesses from the United States
hat-making areas, and for fonxling judgnents on the basis of such
examination. Further, it is perhaps inevitable that GoYverrLents
should on occasion lend greater weight to the difficulties {Jr fears
of their domestic producers than would any international body, and
that they may feel it necessary on social grounds, er, because
of lack of alternative employnent in the localities concerned,
to afford a high degree of protection to individual industries which
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in terms of cost of production are not economic. Moreover, the
United States is not called upon to prove conclusively that
the degree of injury caused or threatened' in this case must be
rewarded as s rious; since the question under consideration is
whether or not they are in broach of Article XIX, they are
entitled to the benefit of any reasonable doubt. No facts have
been advanced which provide amy convincing evidence that it would
be unreasonable to regard the adverse effects on the domestic
industry concerned as a result of, increased imports as amounting
to serious injury or a threat thereof; and the facts as a whole
certainly tend t:., shaw that some degree of adverse effect has been
causced or threatened. It must be concluded, therefore,. that the
Czechoslovak Delegation have failed to establish that no serious
injury has been sustained or threatened.

IV. Extent and duration of the action taken by the United States

31. extent of the Action. Article XIX provides that the
action under paragraph 1 should be limited to-, the extent
nccessr.ry to prevent or remedy the injury. Inl tnis connection
two ;oir`ts were considered:

(a) thc sdooe of the products affected by the withdrawal;

(b) the resulting intensification of tariff protection.

32. The United States Governrment has riot withdrawn the con-
cession relttinh to itermi 1526(a) in its entirety; the concession
ranted for women's hatsanmd hat bodies valued at less then $9 per
dozen, anmd those valued :at nore than $24 per dozen, as well as
those on men's and boys' hats and hat bodies remain unaffected,
as those products do not m-eet the requirements of Article XIX:
the value-brrackets for women's wear unaffected by the withdrawal,
which constituted a substantial part of the total import of hats
and hat bodies .prior to 1948, have .accounted for slightly more than
10 ,per cent. of the imports since that date.

33. As regards the change in protection, the withdrawal of the
concession had the effect of restoring the compound rates specified
in the Tariff Act of 1930; the duty position would thus be the same
as before the Geneva concession was made, except that the hats and
hat bof'.ies between $218 and1 $24 per dozen would also lose the
benefit of the reduced rate of 50 per cemty which had been in force
sinoc January 1939. The average percentage by which the vtifhdrawal
of the concessions in the Geneva agreement increased the rate of
duty on the four value-brackets ranging from,$9 to $24 per. dozen
was 49.0 per cent. (1)

34. The Czechoslovak representative questioned whether the
substantial increases in rates of duty involved in the withdrawal
-.were necessary to prevent or emody the alleged injury and whether

(i) This figure is corut by comparingthestraight. ad valorem
rates fixed in tihe Agreement with the ad valorem equivalent
of the restoredlcompound rates atthemiddlepoint of several
value-brackets, and by taking a high average. hAn ap.ondix
tale contains LrtL.r details on -thisl point.
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the re-establishment of prohibitive duties to enable an uneconomic
industry toiprolong its existence was consistent with the purposes
of thc General Agreement.

35. The other members of the Working Party considered that it
is impossible to determine in advance with any degree of precision
the level of import duty necessary to enable te United States
industry to compete with overseas supplers in the current
competitive conditions of the Uniter States market, and that it would
be desirable that the position be reviewed by the United States from
time to time in the light :of experience of the actual effect of the
higher iL.-;;ort d'uties nocwx in f';.roc on the economic positionn of the
United States industry.

36. Duration of the Unitc, States action. Article XIX also
provides that action under pa.-"ragraph 1 should be limited to the
timo necessary to prevent or remedy the injury. The United
States Govcrn-1.iLxit decided, to withdraw the concession without a
specified tike li..iit as to the duration of such withdrawal, in
order to remecly the injury which in their view had already
bcen caused, and to prevent its threatened continuation a.nd
aggravation. In this connection, the United States representative
staterl tha.t there would be serious practical difficulty in limiting
the Auration ofthe withdrawal. Procedures comparable to these
followed in the case of the negotiation of a new trade agreement
concession by the United States might have to be utilized before
any lower rates of duty could again be applied to women's fur
felt hat bodies. Moreover, the consultations with two contracting
parties under: paragraph 2 of Article XIX would in all probability
result in agreement with respect to compensatory adjustments, and
if the concession wore restored at a later date, it would bring
in question continuation Df such adjustments.

37. As regard's the caso under review, the other members of the
V.rorking Party weore of the opinion that the evidence pointer
rather to temporary difficulties in the industry and did not
exclude the possibility of a successful adjustment in a near
future which would enable producers to dispense wholly or in part
with the additional protection afforded by the action taken
under Article YIX.

38. The domestic procd!uction figures for the first eleven
months of 1950 showed that1t the downward trend which influenced
the Unitedi at';tesauthorities in Septem-iber tu conclude that a
serious injury had becn caused or threatened had been arrested,
at least temporarily. It was generally agreed, however, that no
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firm conclusion could be drawn from., these data, since the second
half of 1950 has to be cornsidered in many respects as abnormal.
These facts, however, provide additional reasons far considering
it desirable thattheposition should be keptunder review, in
order that the 1947 tariff concessions ,may be wholly or partially
restored, as required by Article XIX,,and if and as soon as the United
States industry is in a position to compete with imported
supplics without the support of the higher rates of import
duty.

39. As regarls the technical difficulty with componsatory
asjustments. theFromel-and.lirn representatives expressed the
viev that this LK.ilic2ilty was n-At insuixpr,.ble, anc'
stated that Thoy '. 'ou ?reprr to <:ari r cOiMiP.ensat:ry
adjustments ... .: !if theC Un'ito:. Ste Oov rr<,n l.edecoled
lotor that it could the >"s',ho,± c ~rcs on hts, ajv. hat
bodies.



V,_.Procedural Requirements of Article XIX

Paragraph 2 of Article XIX requires that a contracting party
proposing .to take action under the.Article shall give notice in writing
to the Contractirig Parties as far in advance as may be practicable, The
report was made by the Tariff Commission to the President on September 25
1950; notification was sent to-the-Contracting Parties on October U,.L;
the withdrawal of the concession was proclaimed at the beginning of
November and entered into force on December 1, It should bhe noted
that: a publicannouncement was made on October 19 regarding the proposed
rwithdawal.

4S, Paragraph 2 also provides that the Government taking action under
Akticle XIX shall afford an opportunity to consult with it. The United
States Govb'rnment afforded this opportunity on and. aft r October 19 and
three bohtracting parties substantially interested availed themselves of
thisi 'opportunity ..:

42S', Ass'. regards the timing of the consultation, two procedures are
outlined in Article XIX. As a rule,. there should be "prior consultation",
but incertain exceptional circumstances; the action may be taken
provisionally, provided 'that' consultation takes place immediately afterwards.
The United States Governrment invoked the second procedure. although by
giving notice more than a month before the withdrawal entered into force,
it enabled exporting countries to enter into consultation before-the duties
viere actually raised. The United States importers usuallykiitiate price
lines and samples *for the season as early as December or January, and early
contracts arc made at that tine; the United States Government considered
therefore that if the entry into force of the withdravwl had been later
than December-}1 1950 damage would have been caused which it would have been
difficult to repair, Although the withdrawal was announced as early as
October 19' it could be considered as provisional since it would have been
legally possible to reconsider the measure before December 1. It. vas
pointed out, however, that the issue of a public announcement would have,
in practice, made it exdreilil,difficult to revoke the measure contemplated.
43. Although agreement was not rc fched. with all the interested parties
in the course of consultations, the United States withdrew the concession
as it wras foree to do in accordance With the terms of paragraph 3 of
Article XIX.

44. The Czechoslovak representative questioned wheuthcr the action taken
by the United States was "provisional". n1Lwhether the critical circumstances
existed in this case.

*5. The other members of the Working Party were of the opinion that
the procedure followed by the United States Governmcnt was within the terms
of Article XIX, They noted that the proceedings before the Tariff Commission
could not have escaped the notice of the exporting countries who thus had
an opportunity of consulting with the United States Government under
Article XXII of the Agreement; they also recognised that the duration and
publicity of these proceedings in the United States may have increased the
possibilities of forestalling and speculation, -and that these special
circumstances would naturally lead the United States authorities to the
conclusion that it was necessary to act quickly as soon as the decision
vas taken to withdraw the concession.

46( In this connection the Working Party wishes tod raw the attention
of the Contracting Parties to the desirability of delaying, as far as
practicable, the release of any public announcement on any proposed action
under Article XIX, as a premature disclosure to the public would make it
difficult for the government proposing to take action to take fully into
consideration the representations made byr other contracting parties in
the course of consultations.
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the members of the Working Party other than oG2-o s c6Vb& and the
United States. representatives.

48,. Those members wore satisfied that the US..authorition on the basus
of the data availableto themat the time of their onquiry had investi--
gated the smatter thorougIy and had reached ingood faith the conclusion
that the proposed action fell within the terms of Article XIX as in their
view it should be interpreted.Moreover, those differences of views on
interpretation wihich emerged in the Working Party, are not such as to
affect the viewof' thee members on the particular case under review. If
they, in the,1-ppzraisal of the facts, naturally gave what they consider
to be appropriate .wreight to international f actors and the effect of the
action under Article tXIX on the interests of exporting countries,'hlie
the United States authorities would normally tend to give.more weight to
domestic factors, it must be recognized'that any view on such a matter
must be to a certain extent a matter of economic judgment and that it;is
natural tl*t governments should on occasion be greatly influenced by social
factorssuch as local .er.iploymx.tu wroblcmE.It
the consequenit v-vtharawal of a tariff concession as ipso facto contrary
to Article XIX unless the vet ht attached by the government, concerned to
such factors vias clearly vn"O asonably great.

49. For the rur..sons outlined above, these members came to the
conclusion that there was-no conclusive evidence tiht the action taken
by the United States under zArticle XIX constituted a breach of that
Government s obligation under the General Agreemeit.-

409 They wishl however to point out that in their opinion, action
under article XIX is essentially of an emnergency character and should be
of limited duration, A govcrnment taking action under that Article should
-keep the position under review and be prepared to reconsider the matter as
soon as this action is no longer necessary to prevent or remedy a serious
injury. In the case under review, events after it had been decided to
raise the duties would indicate that it would.be desirable for the United
States government to follow the trends of consumption, production and
imports in the following months with aview to restoring the concession
on hat bodies in .whole or in part if' and as soon as it is roasonably clear
that the complete withdrawal of the concession is no longer justified under
Article XTX,
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Appendix
Women's fur-felt hat bodies: Recent changes in rates of duty on the

value brackets affected by the United States action under
article XIX

Tariff 1c~t of 1930, and : Ad val. rate at: :
position in 1951 : middle of bracket: Percent : Percent

Bracket : ad valorem equivalent : 1930 act : 1948: reduction : increase
:Wof the coimipound duties : and 1951 : 1930-1948 : 1948-1951:

Per dozen: At bottom of :At top of : :
each bracket :ea.bracket :

% 9 4$12 80o.6 66.7 735.65 55.0: 25.3 3359

% 12 - 415 75,0 65.0 70.0 47-5: 32.1 47.4

15 -418 ! 71.7 ; i3.9 ; 67.8 ; 47.5: 29.9 : 42.7

75.0 . 62,5 : 68.75 : 40.0: 41.8 : 71,9 :

Simple averae'--~-: 32.3 ; 49.0

2/ The rate on this bracket was reduced by thne 1939 trade a-iree',it; ;iti Uited
Kingdomn to 50 percent ad valorein. The .Ithdravral of the Geneva concession
restored the rate to the 19.30-n.ot iGvel.


